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USER MANUAL

Safty Instructions
To use the product safely and rightly and to keep users from suffering hurt or property loss,
please observe the following safety precautions when installing, using and maintaining.
Please read this handbook before operating the product and keep the handbook for future
reference.
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Notice and observe all the warnings and illustration.
Do not adjust, maintain or modify if you don’t have corresponding qualifications.
Do not open or remove the rear cover, box or cover board of the product. Please contact the
dealer or after-sales service center when needing internal checking, adjustment and
maintaining.
Do not place article on the product. The product might be damaged if foreign matters enter
the internal unit.
Do not tread or squeeze the power line, especially on the plug, outlet or the place where
the cable extends out of the product.
Do not put the product in inflammable or corrosive gaseous environment, which might
cause fire or damage the product. Putting the product in inflammable gas is easy to cause
dangerous explosion.
Please cut off power or the connecting line immediately if there is smoking, off-odor or
abnormal noise. Contact the after-sales service center to maintain after affirming there is no
more smoking or off-flavor. It might cause fire if it is used without maintaining.
Only qualified servicemen can maintain. If the product gets any kind of damage, such as
damage to plug, splash or foreign matter into the facility, exposed to rain or humidity, not
able to function or dropped from the high, please maintain it immediately.
Do not expose the product to the rain or chemicals. If the product is moist, please dry it
before turn on the power.
Turn off the power when clean the product.
Installment of unsuitable facility might cause the fall of the facility or other accidents. Fasten
the screw of every component when installing.
Do not touch the fixed component inside the facility , otherwise it might cause damage to
people or to the facility.
Be careful when maintaining inner body even if the power is cut off. Some facilities are
equipped with UPS, and they can continue to supply power which is dangerous to people
after the power is cut off.

Notes




Please put the facility in flat, stable and draughty place and avoid direct sunlight, high
temperature, humidity, dust and corrosive gas.
If the product is installed on the wall, please make sure the wall’s load bearing is enough. To
avoid falling and hurt people, install according to the illustration.
The LCD might get nebulized when the temperature variation is big, which will cause image
distortion or decay of color. Wait for a moment (with power on) and the nebulization will
disappear.
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Do not block up the ventilation opening. Install the facility according to this handbook.
Do not install the facility near any heat source such as radiator, heat register or stove.
Do not use unqualified connecting lines, which might cause equipment failure.
Do not press, stretch or heat the connecting line, which might cause damage to it.
Please firmly grasp the plug of the connecting line when inserting and drawing. Pulling the
connecting line emphatically might cause damage to it.
Cut off power and the connecting line immediately and contact the after-sales service
center if the facility or the connecting line is damaged for some reason. Continuing using
without maintaining might cause smoking or off-flavor.
Do not hang or shin on the facility, which might cause the facility to fall, upset or damaged
and cause hurt to people. Be more careful when there are kids near the facility.
Please cut off power for safety if not using the facility for a long time.
Do not let the connecting line get squeezed by the wall or buckle, pull or twine the
connecting line overly.
Make sure the power and the connecting line are cut off when moving the facility.
Keep the facility from getting collided, which might cause equipment failure.

Contents of Package

Touch Monitor

VGA cable

Power Cable
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USB Cable

Introduction to the product
Thank you for buying our touch monitor We wish you to enjoy this product in the
next few years. The power dissipation is low no matter in viewing mode or standby
mode, which means you make contribution to energy saving. We are introducing
the function of the product here and we hope it can enrich your usage experience.

Product appearance

Performance feature
 High contrast ratio and high luminance.
 Resistive/PCAP Touch can work well even there drops in the surface
 Rapaid response, no trailing.
 0℃ ~ 50℃ Operating Temperature
 Built-in power supply, low energy consumption, long service life.
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 USB Touch Interface
 VGA,HDMI,DVI ports

Connecting external device
Please connect the monitor to external devices according to the following I/O
interface list, and choose corresponding signal incoming channel.

Connectors: Audio in/out,VGA,DVI,HDMI,DC,USB

Monitor Controls
POWER

AUTO

MENU
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DOWN

UP

DOWN

 Press the button to adjust value
 Select Submenu

UP

 Press the button to adjust value
 Select Submenu

MENU

 Press the button to show OSD
 Press MENU to choose a item.

Input

 Press the button to select signal input:HDMI,DVI,VGA
 Press the button to backward.

POWER

 Press the power to turn on or off

Monitor OSD Controls
Picture
Picture menu can set Brightness,Contrast,Gamma.Press MENU button
to move first,then press UP/DOWN button to choose specific items.
Then press MENU to confirm and press UP/DOWN to adjust value.
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Color
Color menu can set color temperature.There is
5000K/6500K/7500K/8200K/9300K available.Pree MENU button to
move first, then press UP/DOWN button to choose specific items. Then
press MENU to confirm and press UP/DOWN to adjust value.
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OSD
OSD menu can set Horizontal postion,Vertical position,Transparency and
OSD time Out.

Press MENU button to move first, then press UP/DOWN

button to choose specific items. Then press MENU to confirm and press
UP/DOWN to adjust value.

Set Up

OSD menu can set Language,Mute,Input,DCR,Display Size,Reset.

Press

MENU button to move first, then press UP/DOWN
button to choose specific items. Then press MENU to confirm and press
UP/DOWN to adjust value.
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